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Bid Bulletin No 1 
SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF 

Electrical Appliances 
ITB 4200371160 

 
 
 
Q: It is stated in tender documents that a bid security is required in the amount of 2% of total 
bid amount. We would like to arrange a bid security letter to IOM Türkiye Organization. Is that 
acceptable? 
A: The bid security shall be included along with the bid. 
 
Q: On page 20 of the ITB is stated that Custom Clearance must be linked to INCOTERMS DAP and 
both IOM and SUPPLIER/BIDDER are boxed checked. Please clarify if IOM can propose any 
procedure or documentation, based on a valid official decision issued by the Greek Tax 
Authorities/ Greek Customs, enabling the custom clearance of imported goods to be performed 
directly under the VAT number of IOM Greece, claiming that IOM is exempted from custom 
restrictions, duties, VAT etc. for the cases of  

1. A Greek Vendor importing the goods 
2. A Third Country Vendor 

A:  Unfortunately, the customs clearance cannot performed directly under IOM GreeceVAT 
number. 
 
Q: In qualification criteria is required: Minimum three (3) contracts of similar value, nature and 
complexity implemented over the last 5 (five) years. Is it Ok! if we have one contract 
implemented with value near or more than our quotation for this tender? 
A:   Minimum three (3) contracts of similar value, nature and complexity implemented over the 
last 5 (five) years are required. 
 
Q: Is it possible to submit quotation via a dedicated email address? This will avoid the time 
required by the express courier (4 to 5 days) and it is much more convenient in terms of 
environmental sustainability. 
A:   Allowable manner of submitting proposals is via Courier or hand delivery. 
 
Q: In case you still require the hard copy by hand delivery, can we at least send the Bid security 
via dedicated email? 
A:   The bid security shall be included along with the bid. 



 

 

 
Q: The required delivery times, in relation with the quantities required are non-compatible with 
current worldwide situation. Please be advised that we will quote partial deliveries and that the 
first delivery will be completed in 120 days from order date. 
A:   The delivery of the goods should be completed within 40 (Forty) calendar days after contract 
signature. 
 
Q: Refer to your bidding documents SECTION 3: DATA SHEET Article 29, Deadline for bid 
submission Date: 02-May-23, we request a 2-week extension, due to Chinese public holidays. 
Q: The Bid Security required for the participation to the tender will not be ready within the 
settled deadline. This is due to fact that Italian banks will be closed for Liberation Day (25/04) 
and Labor Day (01/05) in the meanwhile. This means that the date for the issuing of this 
document will be postponed after the 2nd of May, day when they will resume. In view of the 
above we kindly ask you to extend the tender deadline of at least 1 week in order to enable all 
Italian vendors to safely participate to this tender. 
A:  The deadline for bid submission is on 02-May-23 at 16:00 hrs -Time zone: UTC +2 EET 
(Eastern European Time) – Athens/Greece. 


